
ShambhaLodging  
At Shambhala Music Festival 

IFEA AWARD APPLICATION – BEST NEW PRODUCT OR SERVICE 

 

a. Description of Product or Service  

ShambhaLodging is a service that was implemented in 2011 at Shambhala Music Festival. After 

thinking about how we can offer our guests an even better experience, we decided that an on-site 

accommodation service would be a great idea. ShambhaLodging is ultimately a campground. 

ShambhaLodgers enjoy a terraced campground built on the side of the mountain in the forest. The 

location is serene, beautiful and cool in the scorching festival heat that the area gets in August. Guests 

only have to walk for about five to ten minutes to be in the bustling downtown core of the festival 

where they can enjoy everything else that Shambhala offers.  

The basic ShambhaLodging package includes the rental of one tent and one air mattress that can 

accommodate up to two people. It also includes complimentary early entry to the festival, a reserved 

parking spot near the campsites and a $25.00 gift certificate to be used to purchase Official Shambhala 

merchandise.  Guests have access to private portable toilets and also have the option of purchasing 

tickets to the festival if they do not have them already. 

For 2012, we have developed some add-on items that can be purchased alongside the basic 

package.  We have chosen to offer these specific items as add-on items because of suggestions given 

from our 2011 guests. The different options we are offering this year are:  

 Bedding (includes sheets, pillows, comforter and extra blanket, plus refresher set halfway 
through the festival) 

 Weather Tent (a marquis-style tent to protect from rain and provide shade) 

 Gear Tent (a small tent to store personal items) 

 Water container  

 Cooler 

 Lawn Chairs 
 
 

We also offer an incentive to promote carpooling – guests who don’t bring a vehicle receive two 

complimentary lawn chairs for their campsite as a reward. 

A great part of the ShambhaLodging service are the Hosts that check-in the guests, assist them with 

their luggage, help them set up any additional equipment, and provide orientation to the area. The 

Hosts are in the ShambhaLodging area almost 24 hours per day to help guests that arrive in the middle 

of the night. Throughout the festival the Hosts provide help wherever necessary, from filling water 

containers, aiding with possible equipment issues or just lending an ear to hear about the guest’s day.  



b. Goals and Objectives 

The ultimate objective of ShambhaLodging is to provide a comfortable camping experience for our 

guests. We also strive to provide a service that can accommodate travelers from international locations 

that may not be able to bring any of their own camping equipment.  

We are going to accomplish our main objective by pursuing the following goals: 

 Providing great customer service 

 Achieving good value perception  

 Surprising our guests with unexpected perks and gifts 

 Being prepared and organized to tackle all kinds of issues that may occur 

 Providing a safe and clean camping environment 

 Encouraging a community feel and gain repeat customers 
 

Our company motto is “It’s all about the people on the dance floor”, which expresses the challenge 

of making a lasting experience for our guests. We’ve taken the sentiment behind this motto and applied 

it to ShambhaLodging whenever we are planning anything that concerns our Lodgers. Creating a 

memorable experience is the most important part of any goal we strive for. 

 

 

 

c. Application of Service at the Event 

Our service exists to support the music festival. The main purpose of the ShambhaLodging service is 

to provide an extra amenity for festival attendees to take advantage of. All festival attendees camp-out 

for the entire duration of the festival, so it was only natural for us to try to provide a more comfortable 

and easy experience for those who were interested. Guests who stay in ShambhaLodging are not 

secluded from the rest of our attendees; while the “ShambhaLodgers” are in a reserved camping area, 

we do not restrict the general public from the space. In fact, we encourage general attendees to come 

visit the area to help promote awareness and interest in the service for the next year.  

Once the festival begins, ShambhaLodging changes from a communication only service to hotel-style 

service. Preceding the festival, the ShambhaLodging manager communicates with the guests and 

answers their questions. During the festival there is much more face-to-face interaction, and we put on 

activities every day to bring people together. When the guests and ShambhaLodging hosts leave the 

festival they have all made many friends. 

ShambhaLodging runs for the entire duration of the festival and is planned alongside the rest of the 

festival. 

 



d. Overall Effectiveness of Service 

Our first year of operation for ShambhaLodging went very well. We received many compliments 

about the beautiful campsites and fantastic location in relation to the festival downtown core. We also 

gained valuable information from the guest feedback which has resulted in a better service for 2012.  

We have found our service to be very effective in meeting needs that our guests have that were not 

being met before this service existed. Through ShambhaLodging, we’ve made it easier for many 

international or distant guests to attend in a worry-free way. By providing the basics of a campsite with 

the option to add-on special items, we have designed a way for more people to attend and enjoy the 

festival, where they may not have had the opportunity before. We’ve created such a desirable service 

that even local people are purchasing the package, rather than purchasing their own equipment. 

 

 

e. Target Market 

The target market of ShambhaLodging is varied. International guests are our main target market, 

and we tailor the service towards these people.  We understand that the international guest has a large 

need to have some sort of on-site service that makes camping and living at the festival easier. In 2011 

we were able to accomplish the basics, but for 2012 we feel like we are taking the next step towards 

creating an ideal package for the international attendee.  

While we target the more distant guest, we have found that many local people like to use this 

service as well. Through the process of communicating with our guests, or potential guests, we have 

found that our ShambhaLodging service can really apply to a large group of people; we have found that 

we have the ability to offer a unique package that can be adapted to suit many different types of 

attendees. 

 

 

f. Measurable Results: Tangible and Intangible 

We are able to measure our results in many of ways:  

1. Sales and revenue 
 

In our first year in 2011, we had 46 campsites reserved for the festival. For 2012, we are expecting 

to triple that amount (currently we have 120 sites reserved).  This is a very tangible way of measuring 

our success. This large increase in sales has affirmed to us that our product shows good results and 

meets the needs of our guests. 



2. Customer satisfaction level 
 

This method of measuring our results is both tangible and intangible. At the end of the season we 

send out a feedback request, and while many guests will respond, not all do. It is very important for the 

ShambhaLodging hosts and staff to be observant and caring at the time of the festival. This can be a 

time when emotions run high and issues occur. The way that we decide to help with these issues and 

calm guests will help us to achieve a high level of customer satisfaction. And while many people will 

formally respond to us through our request, others will give their feedback while they are on-site at the 

festival and it is crucial for us to document all of our successes and pitfalls so we can provide better 

service for the next year.  

 

3. Return customers 
 

To have repeat customers is the ultimate measure of success. We strive to create a community in 

ShambhaLodging, where the guest wants to come back year after year to rejoin their new festival 

friends. For 2012, we do have some repeat customers from the previous year, but a large goal for us is 

to gain even more repeat customers by achieving that level of service that creates a great value 

perception for our guest. 

 

 

 

g. Supporting Material  

Please visit our website page at www.shambhalamusicfestival.com/info/on-site/shambhalodging. 

Our webpage has all of the information about the ShambhaLodging service and details about the add-

ons we offer for 2012.  

 

Our Facebook page also is a great asset for information. Many of our guests have joined the page 

and are creating a community that is discussing the excitement leading up to the festival. You can find 

our Facebook page at www.facebook.com/ShambhaLodging.  

 

Please find photos of ShambhaLodging on the following pages. 



 
ShambhaLodging, nestled in the forest, offers shady and quiet campsites. 

 

 

 
The view looking out from ShambhaLodging – much more crowded than our beautiful camping area. 



 
The ShambhLodging entrance with the meadow growing in for 2012. 

 
Clover filling in the campsites for 2012. 

 
 
 
 

Thank-you for considering our application. We look forward to hear from you! 


